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Pat Elder brings her unique teaching methods to the subject of training a halter miniature horse in

this excellent how-to book for MIniature Horse owners. Using her well-known natural and humane

methods, Pat walks the reader through every step of the process. Over 90 photographs and

illustration emphasize every point the author makes.The table of contents provides a peek at what's

included:Selecting the halter horse: conformation, movement, foals as prospects, bloodlinesBasic

training: dealing with disrespectful, pushy, frightened, or head-shy horses; catching the horse,

leading the horse; kicking and biting, crowdingCondition: round pen work, jumping, backing,

movement enhancers, neck sweatsHalter horse care: nutrition, water, housing, blanketingSpecial

training: setting the feet, using the neck, pricking the ears, learning patience, a flat toppling, the

quick release knot; showing stallions, loading onto a trailerBody Clipping: the head, razoring, the

mane and tail, the earsFirst show: show clothes, horse attire, entering the show, show

suppliesShow time: preparing the stalls, measuring the horse, final preparationsThe halter class:

visualization, class procedures, setting up the horse, show ring etiquetteWinning
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Pat Elder has the credentials and clout to command the highest fees for her expertise in miniature

horse breeding, selecting, care, training and showing. Her love of the industry brings her to share

the secrets most top trainers don't share even with their clients! Show season is just starting,

improve your results with advice from the best! For beginners this is the way get started in the right

direction and avoid bad barn advice.



For someone wanting to not only get started showing miniature horses in halter, but also for general

training tips, Pat Elder is the go to girl! Her instructions are easy to understand, and actually work!

After reading this book, I feel much more confident about putting my horse in the ring! There are

great pictures to illustrate the instructions, along with everything you need to know from catching

your horse to preparing it for show to what the judges look for in a champion. Definitely a up to date

go to book for anyone interested in this sport!

This is an excellent book. It is very easy to read and understand. All of the questions I needed to

know about showing my miniature horse she has in this book. I would highly recommend this book.
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